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Parachute (K-2)
Cooperation means working together. To start
the school year, the kindergarteners, first and
second graders focused on boundaries, self and
general space, effort speed and levels. The
parachute is a unit where all students must cooperate
and communicate in order to complete a task. We
created mountains in Colorado and made waves to
travels to different areas of the world (from the USA
to Antarctica)! We also took a few hot air balloon
rides to a few our favorite states. This activity uses
the upper body, but also incorporates a lot of
locomotor movement
(skipping, galloping,
running, walking). The
students really enjoyed
this activity and have
been great listeners; keep
cooperating!

LEVELS!

Overhand Throwing,
Tossing and Catching
(K-2)

Look at that opposition!

The kindergarteners, first and second graders
took their talents next to overhand throwing,
tossing and catching. While practicing, we
enjoyed multiples rounds of beanbag toe tag,
working on sliding for accuracy. We also
boarded a few battle ships and attempted to
sink the opposing ships while working on
throwing for distance and force. Lastly,
our friend Oscar the Grouch visited for a
few days. The students had to throw away
all of the trash in the garbage can except,
Critical Elements of the
Overhand Throw:

Oscar did not like clutter so he continued to
throw them out. This activity helped the
students focus on their form; throwing hand

1. Throwing hand
behind ear
2. Point to target
3. Step with opposition
4. Follow through to

behind ear, pointing to their target, stepping
with opposition and following through to
their target.

Fitness (K-2)
The students worked very hard during our fitness unit.
Everyday we warmed up with Super Hero Tag. Kid
Cardio, Miss Muscle and Mr. Flex were always on the run
making sure your students were working on different
muscles in their bodies. Students also completed a few
days of boot camp! Boot camp was a combined
workout where I led them through a variety of
exercises. We focused on different muscles and
always reviewed the most common. (Biceps, Triceps,
Hamstrings, Quadriceps and Calves)
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A few CHAMPS and The Stanley Cup!

Floor Hockey (3-5)
The third, fourth and fifth graders were very excited to

Fitness Testing (3-5)
The third, fourth and fifth graders started their year off by

learn floor hockey. In this unit, students were

pre testing for the pacer test, sit- ups, push- ups and

introduced to The Sport Education Model. A model

flexibility arm reach. These tests are part of Fitnessgram, a

used in physical education where every student has a

program adopted by SHAPE American (National Physical

specific role and responsibility. This keeps them

Education Association), and are run with a specific

accountable and allows them to attain team points by

cadence. Students will be post tested to see the

completing their jobs and showing sportspersonship

improvement in their results in the spring!

and cooperation for the end of the season tournament.

The Sport Education Model
1

Captain: Responsible for taking attendance
and preparing team for games

2

Co-Captain: Covers for captain when
absent, communicates ideas and
strategies to captain and athletic trainer

3

Athletic Trainer: Creates team warm up,
puts team through practice tasks

4

Equipment Manager: Responsible for taking
out and putting away equipment for their
team

5

Statistician: Keeps score during the
games and organizes team folder

6

Scout: When on a “bye”, observes
other teams playing strategies.

Question: How long can you hold
a dome cone plank pose?
Answer: These 5th graders held it
for 3 minutes!
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Turkey Bowl! (K-5)
The
( Turkey Bowl was our school wide bowling tournament. Students practiced their technique, accuracy and speed
before completing two days of the turkey bowl. The scores were combined to create a class total for each grade

level. Congratulations to Ms. Hromiak’s Kindergarten class, Mrs. Logan’s First grade class, Mrs. Royer’s Second
grade class, Mrs. Roarty and Mrs. Daughtery’s Third grade classes and Mr. Stanley’s Fifth grade class for coming in
FIRST PLACE for the first annual Lake Cable Turkey Bowl!

I hope you all have a very enjoyable and
relaxed winter break. I have so much fun with
your student’s everyday and it has been a
great five months getting to know all of them!
I am also a huge supporter of parent
involvement- if there is ever a day where you
are able to stop in and see what we do in
Physical Education, please come on in! If
you ever have any questions, comments or
concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Karli Scaffide
Krs2jc@bearworks.jackson.sparcc.org

